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Whole Space is the objective, open ended space where all things that exist, fall in the holes. But holes aren't the only things
that exist. These holes could be the answer to what we call reality. Every object in the world has its own right, left, below,
above or straight ahead. Whole Space is a grey book. You can view any section and instantly see how it all fits together. What
I was looking for was the perfect metaphor for what our reality is. Whole Space has one very powerful message, this thing is
not real. For what is happening in Whole Space is the illusion that we call life in our world. It is only through our eyes that we
see and only our (particular) reality exists. When we tell other people what is happening they cannot accept it. It is not real. If
we solve the puzzle of Whole Space what we found is that the real reason that life is so screwed up is we are mistaken in our
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